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What impacts the angular 
momentum of the fission 

fragments?



Nuclear fission process neutrons
! rays

Ex1    J1 Ex2    J2

No complete theoretical description of fission!

Recent: angular momentum generation in fission

What impacts the J of the 
fission fragments?Independent J magnitudes



neutrons
! rays

Ex1    J1 Ex2    J2

Want to know these Can measure neutrons 
and ! rays

fission fragments: some 
have isomers

Isomeric Yield Ratio (IYR): 
How large fraction of the decays go through the isomer? 

IYR sensitive to fragment angular momentum J! 
→ probe small differences between systems

IYR = isomeric decays
total decays
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How to investigate J experimentally?
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A new way to measure IYRs…

nuBall experiment at ALTO, Orsay 
→ array of Ge, LaBr3, BGO 
→ LICORNE directional neutron beam 
→ 238U(n,f), 232Th(n,f), 252Cf(sf)



→ Use Ge-detectors to select ! rays from fragment decay 
→ Plot time of arrival 

Gate on 1279 keV and 297 keV, plot time

IYR = delayed
prompt + delayed

Overview of new method
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⇒ Shorter half-lives than before
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⇒ IYR (and thus J) 
of 134Te maybe has a 
slight slope with CN 

mass

Results: IYR of 134Te from different fissioning systems
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New possibility: partner gating

238U(n,f): 134Te can emerge with 102Zr and 3 neutrons  
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Demand that 134Te was produced with 102Zr 
→ 3n emitted from the combined system!

⇒ IYR (and thus J) of 
134Te no measurable slope 
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⇒ Suggests that neutrons may remove a lot of J from 
fragments

 Working on determining how 
much J removed by neutrons



Summary & Outlook

Outlook 
→ Expand to more cases: H. Haug (135Te and 130Sn) 
→ Higher-statistics data set 

A new method for extracting IYRs of fission fragments 
→ Possibility for partner gating 

Investigated differences in the IYR of 134Te with… 
→ fissioning system  
     ⇒ maybe a small trend? 
→ number of neutrons emitted 
     ⇒ no variation



Thank you!


